Pretty Fruity

ACROSS

1 Ham in a can
5 Stage play
10 Keglers’ venue
15 Small weight?
18 Looney Tunes, ___ Le Pew
19 Colorless gas
20 For all to see
21 Garr or Hatcher
22 Engrossed
23 Herbicide used in Vietnam
25 Humdinger
26 Not well
27 Exhausted
28 French spread
29 Victoria ruled one
31 Plains homes: var.
33 One of “The Avengers”
34 Sop
35 Heavyweight champ Max
36 Legal delay
38 Good taste
41 Geometric figure
43 Botticelli’s maidens often
46 Military ranks: abbr.
47 Close pal
48 Her, to Henri
49 A son of Jerahmeel
50 Knocks out
51 Get up
52 Take it on the lam
53 Funny fellow
55 Dawn goddess
56 Rents
57 Carries
58 Place of worship
62 Romeo and Juliet, e.g.
64 Split
65 Indemnification
66 ___. Lion: Hercules’ victim
67 Abetted
68 Scores for Love
69 ___ about-town; dandy
70 Booth or Oswald
72 Haughtiness
73 Lhasa ___
74 Passover
77 Jim ___ (Tony Hillerman detective)
78 SW USA holly
79 Trekker
80 Author, psychologist Sholem
81 Big-bang firecracker
83 Beethoven dedicatee
84 Artist who painted his mother
86 Vintner’s prefix
87 Tres ___
88 Place
89 Rheas’ relatives
91 Sets
92 Italians from a tower city
96 Condition: suffix
97 Tilts
99 Architects’ org.
100 Poke about

101 Finn
104 British gun
105 Concerning
106 Dined
107 Author Loos
108 Certain parallelogram: abbr.
109 Talk nonsense
110 Took an oath
111 Infatuated (with)
112 Territory

DOWN

1 Small spar
2 Norman Vincent
3 State flower of Arkansas
4 Encountered
5 Polly, of “thirtysomething”
6 Storms
7 Yemen port
8 Blue, for one
9 Member of an army
10 Actor Peter
11 To no ___: fruitlessly
12 Hawaiian bird
13 Work unit
14 Took the helm
15 Indulgence
16 ___ Rabbit

17 Beget
21 Some comics
24 Minds
27 Run-down
30 Russian jet
32 “Common Sense” author
33 Cut down
34 Mix
36 Hingis rival
37 Old wives’ ___
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65 Antilles native
67 Son of Jacob
68 Beach near Santa Barbara
71 Felt sore
72 “Unto us ___ is given…”
73 Felt poorly
74 Ferret’s foot
75 Volcanic issue
76 Salon snipers
78 Lincoln and others
79 Will principals
81 Wars
82 You guys, nonstandard style
85 Gyanast’s goal
87 Spreading tree
89 Glacial ridge
90 Pool creator
91 “Poker Flats” writer
92 Sibling’s daughter
93 Seasonal symbol
94 Self-righteous one
95 Scottish isle
96 Eight; prefix
97 Horne of song
98 Composer Satie
102 AFL-CIO grp.
103 Stand at the plate
104 Mrs. in Madrid